Workers’ Marches Against Government and Capital
Cologne – Nuremberg – Frankfurt / Main – Regensburg – Munich – Bremen

Capitalism is weak and ruined
It is up to us to beat and defeat it with the workers movement!

Workers` March in Frankfurt / Main

Workers of Daimler, BMW, VW, Continental, MAN, Deutsche Bahn and other companies, whole
delegations from companies like the LSG/airport, together with the laborers from hospitals,
transport companies, organizations of national minorities and especially the working, learning
and fighting youth from companies, schools and in the FDJ were on the streets, in front of companies, during the warning strikes of the collective bargaining rounds, in front of the vocational
schools and at the seat of the city and federal states governments.
Workers` March in Munich

- We stay, the
capitalists are
fired!
- 7 hours a day
by law for the
whole class!
- Workers’
right against
class right of
the bourgeoisie!
- We won’t
pay your
debts. Your
national bankruptcy can be
our victory.

Fighting Together in the Revolutionary Front
There was widespread agreement with the Revolutionary Front’s stance that the struggle must
be fought together. Workers and laborers, of metal, electric or chemical companies, together
with hospital employees, those at the airport together with the tram drivers. Young and old, no
matter which passport, no matter if temporary worker or permanently employed. The workers’
marches have shown: In a common struggle, when we own the street, our slogans, our workers’ songs sound, then the class is formed and gains its strength.

Workers` March in Bremen

The most combatant among us know that with the unions, further subjugation to capital and
government is cemented. The mass dismissals are not fought with social plans and socially acceptable works councils! In the collective bargaining rounds in the hospitals, the Post or in local
transport that are currently taking place, it can no longer be a matter of just a few percent higher wages.

Trade Union Center B
remen
Out against
government
and capital!

Stop the
strike
break!

The capitalists’ general attack destroys what generations of workers have built up. A majority
feels that without struggle it will be a defeat if exploitation and oppression remain. We need
our fight organization, the Revolutionary Front, to mobilize the working class across the country
to fight against government and capital.

7 hour day by law for the whole class – strike
against the state emergency decree of permanent availability

The workers stay – the capitalists are fired
If in the bargaining rounds the slogan is now issued,
„Our work is of greater value,“ we say, „Our work
creates all values,“ because it is we, the workers, who
have built the factories and machines, who operate
them, who produce.
Capitalism has no future. It is so ruined that in these
days alone it throws hundreds of thousands onto the
streets because it is no longer able to sustain
capitalist exploitation, the only source of its existence.
Capitalism is weak and it is up to us to finally take it
off the drip. Or – as one worker from Regensburg said
during the protests against the thousands of layoffs
at Continental: „If you want to prevent mass
MAN Munich

layoffs with a motorcade and a human chain, it’s
like protecting yourself from a downpour with a
newspaper. But we do not want to protect
ourselves from the rain!“

Workers’ March Munich in front of the Bavarian State Chancellery

Some workers at MAN (the MAN capital has announced 9500 layoffs) see it the same way after
a protest rally of the IG Metall: „Yesterday we spoke militantly and today we go back to work.
What we should have done today is go on strike“. – „Empty talk, I expected more“ – „Actually
we should have been on strike for at least a week now to apply pressure“ – „Millions striking on
the streets instead of millions for those up there“, they tell us in Nuremberg.

Trade Union Center Frankfurt / Main

In Frankfurt / Main, about one hundred employees of Lufthansa Service Company join the
workers’ march in front of the trade union centre to protest at verdi (trade union for service
workers) against their infamous collective agreement, which includes wages even below the
minimum hunger wage.
Ford Cologne

We will not leave the product of our work, the factories we have created, the wealth of the
country created by our hands, to the profiteers, the exploiters and oppressors who draw their
billions from misery, mass unemployment and the destruction of life: Down with the wage system and for a life without Capitalists.
From the speech of the Revolutionary Front in Munich:

„The Schaeffler and Co, the capitalists, they
have their state. They have their governments, their police, their army, their justice
system. These are their weapons. Which
they need to protect themselves from the
long overdue departure from the history of
mankind.“

We have our weapons.
Our weapons for the
future of humanity.
OUR ORGANIZATION.

Maria Elisabeth Schaeffler-Thumann, major shareholder of Continental, private assets of €2.3
billion, collects donations in the employee parking lot in Regensburg.

We do not pay your debts!
Your national bankruptcy can be our victory!
The fact that it has allowed the robbery of other peoples to this day is coming back to bite the
German working class today. Half of Europe has been robbed to the blood. There is nothing left
to be got; finished with the crumbs that fell from the table of the robbers.
Provisional seat of the city government in Cologne

1.
Government robs the treasury empty
„Give me billions for the capital!“
That’s why the whole country is now saying:
Workers’ funds in workers’ hands!
Refrain:
Against government and capital
on strike now everywhere!
The capital destroys the world
We will build it up when it belongs to us!

2.
The whole state, it goes bankrupt
For VW, Daimler and their scrap
We take the billions
You pay your debts!
3.
Your bankruptcy is our victory
Worker power instead of your war
If we stand together now
And move forward as a class!

We do not pay
your debts!
Your national
bankruptcy
can be our
victory!

Song of the workers’ march against government and capital
After „Song of the Five Year Plan“.

It is German imperialism that is now stripping its own people to the shirt. Which is destroying
the factories and driving hundreds of thousands into unemployment, while at the same time
robbing billions upon billions from the state budget and social security funds and handing them
over directly to the monopolies.
Hundreds of billions for a handful of billionaires – there can be nothing left for the people who
lose their jobs; nothing for the education of children, nothing for health care, infrastructure,
science and culture; nothing for a life in dignity.

Free transportation for all working people and youth
instead of free military transport for murder

Demonstration through Frankfurt main station

No transport for the warmongering – The rail tracks free for workers and youth!
A society that plunders the people to survive, that plunges millions of workers into unemployment and misery, that maintains exploitation and oppression of its capitalist system
that requires the expropriator to be expropriated by a working class that takes the future of
the country into its own hands, in the establishment of workers’ power that puts the property
of the people in the hands of the builders through the socialist society.

The billions into the social funds – workers’funds
in workers’ hands!
Workers March Nuremberg

Workers March Regensburg

Education
Health
The factories
Workers’ funds
The whole country
The capitalists

–
–
–
–
–
–

into workers` hands!
into workers` hands!
into workers` hands!
into workers` hands!
into workers` hands!
to prison!

A life of the working class and laborers makes the struggle in the Revolutionary Front, to strike
to overthrow the government of the usurer state, confiscate the billions and expropriate the
billionaires, a first duty.
Building of the AOK (health insurance) in Frankfurt / Main

Join the Revolutionary Front, the unity of class-conscious
workers and laborers across factory fences and city boundaries!
Central Council of the Revolutionary Front
www. Revolutionaere-Front.de
Zentraler-Rat@Revolutionaere-Front.de
Rainer Herth, post office box 500131, 60391 Frankfurt/Main Germany
donation account: Rainer Herth, DE 33500105175404180292, ING-DiBa

